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A very scarce broadsheet celebrating the victory that gave Britain's navy undisputed control ofA very scarce broadsheet celebrating the victory that gave Britain's navy undisputed control of
south European waters during the Napoleonic Wars. The upper panel shows how the British splitsouth European waters during the Napoleonic Wars. The upper panel shows how the British split
into two columns and swept down on either side of the French fleet anchored in Abukir Bay; theinto two columns and swept down on either side of the French fleet anchored in Abukir Bay; the
lower shows the position of the bay in relation to the Nile Delta and Alexandria. Although this waslower shows the position of the bay in relation to the Nile Delta and Alexandria. Although this was
published only three months after the battle, Fairburn had already published a similarpublished only three months after the battle, Fairburn had already published a similar
broadsheet. In the earlier version the ships are shown as symbols; here they are shown inbroadsheet. In the earlier version the ships are shown as symbols; here they are shown in
profile, making a more striking image. Broadsheets such as these were the published to informprofile, making a more striking image. Broadsheets such as these were the published to inform
the general public about important events, sold in bookshops & stationers. Issued as loosethe general public about important events, sold in bookshops & stationers. Issued as loose
sheets they were difficult to store, so surviving examples are rare.sheets they were difficult to store, so surviving examples are rare.
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